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The OPR for this supplement is HQ AFSPC/INXF (Lt Col Madueno). This supplement implements and
extends the guidance of Air Force Instruction (AFI) 14-119, Intelligence Support to Force Protection, 6
Jan 2004. The AFI is published word-for-word without editorial review. This supplement describes
AFSPC command procedures for use in conjunction with the basic AFI. It establishes intelligence func-
tions and responsibilities in support of Force Protection at Headquarters Air Force Space Command (HQ
AFSPC) and subordinate units. This publication applies to HQ AFSPC, AFSPC Direct Reporting Units
(DRUs) or Centers, Numbered Air Forces (NAFs), wings and squadrons. It also applies to Air National
Guard (ANG) Units assigned AFSPC-operational missions. It does not apply to Air Force Reserve Com-
mand (AFRC) Units assigned AFSPC-operational missions. Upon receipt of this integrated supplement
discard the Air Force basic publication. Requests for waivers to this supplement will be forwarded to HQ
AFSPC/INOU, 150 Vandenberg Street, Suite 1105, Peterson AFB CO 80914-4311, describing the spe-
cific requirement and explaining why a waiver is needed. If approved, a waiver stays in effect for the life
of the publication unless HQ AFSPC/INXF specifies a shorter period of time, rescinds it in writing, issues
a change that alters the waiver or the requesting unit cancels their request. The reporting requirement in
this publication is exempt from licensing in accordance with Chapter 2, para 2.11.1, AFI 33-324, The
Information Collections and Reports Management Management Program; Controlling Internal, Public,
and Interagency Air Force Information Collections. Ensure records created by the publication are main-
tained and disposed of IAW Air Force Records Disposition Schedule (RDS). 

2.1.2.2.1. (Added)  AFSPC Intelligence units that are one deep will follow the procedures outlined in
paragraph 2.1.2.2 

2.1.3.1. (Added)  AFSPC/IN FP Cell will coordinate with Space Intelligence Reserve Organization
(SIRO) director to determine IMAs with specific FP duties. In addition the SIRO director will provide
IMA training schedule to ensure all reservists receive FP training consistent with that provided the active
duty component. 

2.1.4.  AFSPC/IN will develop a CONOPS in coordination with Threat Working Group members. 

http://www.e-publishing.af.mil
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2.1.4.2.  AFSPC/IN estimate possible terrorist courses of action to assist in base-level FP planning.) 

2.1.5.1. (Added)  AFSPC/IN FP Cell will review installation and HHQ vulnerability assessments to deter-
mine if additional intelligence is required for completion. Vulnerability assessments will be returned to
POC with concurrence and/or comments. This review will be completed IAW established MOA/MOU’s. 

2.1.7.1. (Added)  AFSPC/IN Functional Area Manager (FAM) for personnel (Non-AEF) will develop a
database to track FP background and experience. 

2.2.1.1. (Added)  AFSPC FP-related PIRs will be posted on the AFSPC/IN classified Homepages with
priority given to the AFSPC Portal on the SIPRNET. 

2.2.5.1. (Added)  AFSPC FP-related PIRs will be reviewed and assessed annually by the FPWG/TWG
NLT 15 September. 

2.3.1.  AFSPC deploying units operating at the SECRET collateral level will not be required to have
access to TS, SCI, HCS and G information. 

2.3.1.9.1. (Added)  AFSPC/IN will utilize the AFSPC SPIRNET portal to archive lessons learned and best
practices. 

2.4.5. (Added)  AFSPC/INF will be the MAJCOM POC for intelligence FP training issues and will coor-
dinate with the FP Cell on the development of the FP internal training program. 

3.1.1. (Added)  AFSPC units will use the Command FP-related PIRs as a base line to determine unit
PIR’s. 

3.1.2. (Added)  AFSPC units will ensure FP requirements are reflected in unit EEI’s. 

3.2.1.1.  AFSPC Deploying units operating at the SECRET collateral level will not require access to TS,
SCI, HCS, and G information. 

3.2.3.3.  AFSPC units will develop MOU/MOA with all concerned organizations to address this require-
ment. 

3.2.3.4.  All AFSPC units with intelligence professionals permanently assigned will identify an intelli-
gence professional with a formal appointment letter to HQ AFSPC/INXF. 

3.2.4.  AFSPC units will use OIs to define these procedure. 

3.2.5.  AFSPC units will forward lessons learned NLT 30 days after completion of the Exercise/Deploy-
ment or Real World Event. 

3.4. (Added)  Reporting Requirements: 

3.4.1. (Added)  All AFSPC units will provide an annual report to AFSPC/INXF NLT 1 September of each
year. This report will summarize their FP Intelligence Program; identify any discrepancies, best practices
and items for MAJCOM consideration. 

4. (Added)  AFSPC NAF/Space Intelligence Squadrons (SIS) Intelligence Responsibilities: Responsible
for providing intelligence professionals to support FP. 

4.1. (Added)  Collection and Requirements Management: Review and approve subordinate unit FP pro-
duction requirements (PRs) IAW HHQ directives. 

4.1.1. (Added)  NAFs/SIS will use the Command FP-related PIRs as a base line to determine PIR’s. 
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4.1.2. (Added)  NAFs/SIS will ensure FP requirements are reflected in EEI’s. 

4.2. (Added)  Employment/Deployment: 

4.2.1. (Added)  Provide FP intelligence support to commanders and their staffs through current, all-source
intelligence products and briefings, focusing on terrorist capabilities, tactics, trends, courses of action and
ongoing threat situation in the NAF’s/SIS AOI. 

4.2.1.1. (Added)  Ensure deploying intelligence personnel assigned to support FP (to include IMAs and
ARC personnel) have TS, SCI, HCS and G security clearances. Those units that do not have access to TS,
SCI, HCS and G at home station will arrange to have their FP personnel read into these programs either
prior to deployment departure or upon arrival at the deployed location. These actions must be coordinated
with the deployed SSO as soon as possible following official notification of the deployment. The
deployed SSO will establish and maintain the “need to know” for FP personnel who are not already read
into TS, SCI, HCS and G. Units that have access to these programs at home station must take care of the
applicable requirements prior to deployment. 

4.2.1.2. (Added)  Ensure coordination with communications and SSO staffs so that deploying intelligence
personnel (including IMAs and ARC personnel) have appropriate intelligence communications connec-
tivity to receive Near Real Time (NRT), all-source threat updates. 

4.2.2. (Added)  Provide FP intelligence support and terrorist threat advisories to organizations such as the
TWG, FPWG, and battle staff. 

4.2.3. (Added)  Analyze incoming intelligence for FP value and impact on NAF mission, current and
planned operations, exercises, air shows, significant Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR) events, etc.
and rapidly disseminate significant FP threat information and intelligence to the TWG, battle staff, and
higher headquarters, other agencies and sister services as needed. 

4.2.3.1. (Added)  In coordination with the TWG, fuse all-source intelligence with CI and LE information
provided by the AFOSI to analyze terrorist group patterns of behavior and identify evolving threats within
the AOI. 

4.2.3.2. (Added)  Ensure FP is addressed in current intelligence briefings. 

4.2.3.3. (Added)  Ensure intelligence is incorporated in the FPWG, Vulnerability Assessment Teams
(VATs), TWG and installation threat assessment. 

4.2.3.4. (Added)  Designate in writing an intelligence professional(s) (officer, NCO, or civilian counter-
part) for intelligence support to FP. 

4.2.3.4.1. (Added)  Individual(s) should have appropriate clearance and access to TS, SCI, HCS and G
data. Wing/base/center/OSS INs will ensure all intelligence professionals performing FP functions
receive appropriate training. MAJCOMs will assist with training requirements to satisfy unique or spe-
cialized mission areas. 

4.2.3.4.2. (Added)  For installations within the NAF’s chain of command that do not have intelligence
professionals permanently assigned, ensure procedures are established to ensure threat information is
available to the installation commander (e.g., assigning non-intelligence personnel to fulfill the FP
responsibilities listed in this instruction, establishing MOA/MOU with local AFOSI detachments, BLUE
DART, OPREP-3 message or other products for immediate/rapid transmission of terrorist threat informa-
tion). 
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4.2.4. (Added)  Ensure continuity books are developed and maintained for FP functions. 

4.2.5. (Added)  Document FP lessons learned and forward to TWG, FPWG and MAJCOM for action (as
required) and entry into lessons learned databases. 

4.2.6. (Added)  Establish procedures to track operational, training and exercise wing deployments and
coordinate with theater and national intelligence centers to ensure receipt of latest threat information,
intelligence and deployment orders, particularly for in-transit units. 

4.2.7. (Added)  Consolidate all NAF pre-deployment FP intelligence requirements NLT 60 days prior to
deployment and forward to MAJCOM. If deployment is short notice, a pre-deployment message will be
submitted NLT 48 hours after deployment notification was received. 

4.2.8. (Added)  Review all NAF installation vulnerability assessments 

4.3. (Added)  Training and Systems Support: 

4.3.1. (Added)  The NAF/SIS FP Intelligence training program should be crafted with input from Opera-
tions Support Squadron, SF and AFOSI personnel. 

4.3.2. (Added)  Establish an internal FP intelligence-training program and develop an OI detailing how
the program will be conducted. This program will follow MAJCOM guidance and standards for FP train-
ing at the unit level. Establish qualifications for intelligence personnel to certify as FP intelligence trainers
prior to conducting training. NAF/SIS INs will ensure all intelligence professionals performing FP func-
tions receive appropriate training. 

4.3.2.1. (Added)  Program must prepare all assigned intelligence personnel to perform FP responsibilities. 

4.3.2.2. (Added)  FP intelligence training should be included as part of the unit’s IQT, MQT and Continu-
ation Training (internal training) programs. 

4.3.2.3. (Added)  To the maximum extent possible, identify inbound personnel who will perform FP
duties and arrange for them to attend appropriate FP training enroute to their new duty station. 

4.3.2.4. (Added)  Individual training records shall be updated to reflect FP training IAW MAJCOM pol-
icy. 

4.3.2.5. (Added)  Locally established internal FP training programs should address the following: 

4.3.2.5.1. (Added)  Understanding terrorist TTPs. 

4.3.2.5.2. (Added)  Conducting FP focused predictive analysis (e.g., IPB). 

4.3.2.5.3. (Added)  Understanding terrorism threat methodologies (e.g., DoD, DoS, DHS). 

4.3.2.5.4. (Added)  Developing tailored threat assessments and assessing terrorist threat levels. 

4.3.2.5.5. (Added)  Supporting FP planning and programming. 

4.3.2.5.6. (Added)  Supporting Vulnerability Assessments. 

4.3.2.5.7. (Added)  Locating sources of FP intelligence, CI and LE information including the various
threat levels and warning conditions. 

4.3.2.5.8. (Added)  FP legal considerations (e.g., Intelligence Oversight policy). 

4.4. (Added)  Reporting Requirements: 
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4.4.1. (Added)  NAFs/SIS will provide an annual report to AFSPC/INXF NLT 1 September of each year.
This report will summarize their FP Intelligence Program; identify any discrepancies, best practices and
items for MAJCOM consideration. 

Steven J. Reandeau,  Col, USAF 
Director of Intelligence 
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